
Mortal's Well-Being Trust successfully organized its second

episode of Mortal's Symposium with Dr. Sanjay Behari as the

honorable speaker. This interactive session on the topic "Brain:

Mysteries and Explorations" helped in getting a better

understanding of this professional subject of study with insights

into the practical implementation as well.

Mr. Kinjalk Sharma, the Founder of this organization, served as

the Moderator for Mortal's Symposium Episode-2.

Mr. Prabhav Tripathi, the Editor-In-Chief of this organization,

served as the Stenographer for Mortal's Symposium Episode-2.

About the Brain:

Talking about the mysteries of the human brain, Dr. Behari said,

“We know about brain as little as we know about the space. There

are many misconceptions that the brain is a purely chemical,

electrical or structural organ. The truth is that a mixture of all

these forms our brain. It always works in full capacity with

coordination from all the other organs and systems of the human

body. 
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"Article 142 of the Constitution of India is like the Sword of

Gryffindor. There’s always a right time to use it."

Since the last two decades, Judiciary is trying to walk in the shoes

of Legislature and it is high time that some restraints are put up

to stop the random use of this Brahamastra by the law-

interpreters. With an increase in expression of indirect command

disguised as judicial opinion for providing justice beyond the

statutory scope of the law, the organ’s overreach has become a

matter of concern. The organ is deviating from its objectives and

sometimes fails to understand that lawmaking is not the job of the

judges but the legislature. A single stroke of the pen is placing

Judiciary above all the other elected bodies, making it the supreme

commander of the State in a negative way. Everyone is familiar

with the quote “With great power comes great responsibility” and

it is now a necessity for the judges of the apex court to understand

its actual meaning.

Supreme Court exercises this power and invokes it by Article 142

of the Constitution of India. Article 142 provides a special and

unique power to the Supreme Court to do “complete justice” where

at times law and statues may not provide a remedy.

The Court can extend its boundaries and

limits to act as an activist in the situation

to put a quietus by its own judgement

skills. It is a trump card which is being

used excessively and in matters where the

interference of SC is not required. Judicial

Activism is appreciated to provide justice

in every sphere but Judicial Overreach is

an erroneous philosophy to curb the

authority of Parliamentary organs and

other autonomous bodies.

In recent times, the Supreme Court of

India relies more on the sociological

school of law than on the positivist school

of jurisprudence. On one hand, the

positivist school defines the law to be

different than other decision-making

factors such as morality or religion.If a

law is made by an elected body and does

not contradict the basic structure of the

country’s constitution in any way, it will

be accepted and allowed. It does not matter

that it stands absolutely right in the eyes

of a particular religion or not, it is made

for the sole purpose of modernization

and/or betterment of the society.

On the other hand, sociological school

works on the philosophy that instead of

working on the legal system established by

the statutes, verdicts can be given by the

laws that judges make. The court enjoys

discretionary powers to make laws as per

their own perspective on a lawsuit.
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Ever since the beginning, the idea of exploring space, finding

new life forms, and even battling on different planets has been

intriguing to everyone. However, in these days of exponential

technological development, the question is whether the concept

of war in zero gravity will seize to remain just a mere work of

fiction or become a reality?

“Luke, I am your father.”- Darth Vader 

Alien life has not only established itself as a plausible theory to a

multitude of researchers but has also become fuel to the

imagination of various creative thinkers, such as filmmakers,

authors, game-developers etc. The mere thought of the existence of

extra-terrestrial beings and combating them has formed a major

fraction of the fictional world. However, what if it was not a green-

faced, space ship flying creature that we fought? What if it was our

own kind, extending our battlegrounds further away from our

terrain, and into the vast expanse of the universe?           

However, unlike we have been led to believe, these combats would

not involve the zapping of entire planets, or a bizarre-looking Jedi

claiming to be our father. These wars, would, in fact, include

satellites, ballistic missiles, zero-gravity firearms, and a plethora of

unimaginable arms and ammunitions, and technological

advancements 

(at least, what seems to be unimaginable to the common folk.)

What is Space Warfare?           

Space warfare is any combat that takes

place in space. It can be classified into

three types:

1.Space-to-space warfare

2.Earth-to-space warfare

3.Space-to-Earth warfare

SPACE-TO-SPACE WARFARE: 

This type of space warfare may include

attack and defence between satellites in

space.Several countries are regularly

improving their national space programs

and technologies to cope with the

advancements taking place. Of these,

China, USA, and Russia are the leading

nations to establish strong positions in

the world. Although these advancements

are economically and scientifically very

rewarding for the country, any misuse of

the satellites of a particular country with

that of another could be potentially fatal

for the nation on the receiving end.

EARTH-TO-SPACE WARFARE:

This includes using missiles and other

weapons to attack satellites. Most

countries possess ASAT (anti-satellite)

weapons that are capable of tracking and

destroying space satellites. Although no

country has as of yet shown its

functioning in the form of a space war

threat, several nations have targeted

their own satellites to show their

capabilities.
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Even after witnessing the constant failures in its worldwide

implementation, there is still a ray of hope that Responsibility-

To-Protect doctrine will be sincerely obliged by all nations to

avoid the rapid extinction of humanity.

The implementation of R2P has been a popular topic of discussion.

The events that took place in Rwanda, followed by the genocide wars

in Bosnia, Kosovo, Libya, Syria and many others have brought up

questions of concern. As the wars that outbroke in Kosovo, Libya

and Syria disregarded the principles of R2P, it became a necessity for

the governing authorities to protect its population.

A mass atrocity took place in Kosovo in 1998 where the forces of the

Republic of Yugoslavia fought the Kosovo Liberation Army. During

that time, the Yugoslav army killed many Kosovar civilians who

were not part of the military. Similarly, fighters of the Kosovo army

proceeded to attack the Yugoslavian civilians by acts of kidnappings,

executions, massacres, etc. There was an observation that more than

half of the Kosovar army was underage, which directly falls under

the category of child soldiers.

After this, in March 1999, there came another wave which shook the

Kosovar Albanians. The Serbian forces got accused of launching

ethnic cleansing against them. This particular event led NATO to

respond to the act by seeking approval by UNSC to intervene. 

Thus, this case of Kosovo and the

NATO intervention deeply divided the

international community, check upon

the populations from atrocity crimes

and other sorts of crimes that were

then arousing which declined the hold

of Responsibility-to-Protect.

The case study of Libya is also one

such example where R2P failed as the

population suffered a huge loss. The

first Libyan Civil War that started in

2011 was an armed revolution that

escalated into conflicts between

Muammar Gaddafi’s forces and those

seeking to raise voice against his

government. After that,

comparatively small-scale conflicts

and protests rebellion spread across

the whole country that led to mass

civil war. During the time of war,

Qaddafi ordered many bombardments

and completely disrespected the

orders of NATO and even broadcasted

messages about his aims of defeating

and taking over the powers. He

ordered his men to “turn the blue sea

red” which ultimately led to

thousands of attacks and atrocity

crimes as the civilians were left

unprotected, not to forget the

bombardments that became the worst

nightmare of the Syrians.
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Politics in India is far from stagnant. The BJP managed to create

a non-coalition government in India for the first time in 25 years

in 2014. To put things into context, India as a democracy is only

about 75 years old. Although seemingly benign, this phenomenon

is a symptom of a wider problem facing many of the world’s

oldest democracies.

In a country where smaller parties have played an essential part in

addressing issues at a local level, the sudden growth of the BJP may

have put that equilibrium in jeopardy. Combined with the specific

majority demographic that the BJP targets, the interests of minorities

may stand to be overlooked even further. The more right leanings

tendencies of the BJP have already aggrieved many, highlighted by

the protests in response to their controversial CAA Bill.

One of the major issues in the next election will be that though many

dislike the far-right attitude of the BJP, the lack of a strong, or even

competent, opposition means many will vote for the lotus anyway.

On an immediate scale, this information seems obvious, yet when we

take a step back, a concerning trend can be seen.

Nowadays, people who talk about

politics fall into one of two

categories; those who are die-hard

supporters of BJP and those who are

extreme critics. The middle ground is

rapidly shrinking. Currently, there is

no strong opposing party to the BJP

but the environment is ripe for a

strong left of Centre or development

plank party to emerge, representing

those who are against BJP's most

extreme policies. As and when this

happens,  many people vote for this

party. Not necessarily because they

agree with all of its policies but

because they disagree with BJP's. This

may not happen over the course of a

single election, but it will happen.

This phenomenon of a shrinking

middle ground and conflicting

ideologies is called voter polarization

and can be seen affecting all of the

world's oldest democracies. Countries

like the USA and Britain (with 200

and 300-year-old democracies

respectively) did not start with bi

party systems, but voter polarization

taking hold led to it.

A good example of a country being

affected by voter polarization is

Australia. Australia has a democracy

only 50 years older than that of

India, yet in the last two decades, the

number of moderate candidates has

steadily shrunk. Voter polarization is

impacting countries globally.

Other examples of polarized voter

banks in countries include Brazil,

Canada, Poland, Turkey etc. 
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